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Bridging IoT 

& Eco-Innovation

Our expertise lies in crafting cutting-edge remote monitoring, control, and 
asset management solutions, seamlessly integrating software and hardware.

Experience Energy Management tailored perfectly to meet your unique needs. 
We envision a collaborative future, aligning ourselves as strategic partners 
for ventures dedicated to sustainable energy. Join us in reshaping the green 
energy landscape.

Empowering Clean Technologies 
worldwide.

  from the Heart of Germany

Green Tech solutions



Bright Advantages

Maximize Efficiency

Smart Savings

Boost system efficiency and performance with 
EcoPhi's smart multi-component control

optimize, streamline, excel

Regardless of system size, maximize efficiency, 
minimize labor

Smarter management, faster fixes, lower costs

Boost System Lifetime
Stay ahead: Detect strains, act, and maintain 

your systems for longevity

Real-time data for lasting performance



Power Features

Master your Fleet
Simplify managing 
extensive portfolios 
across diverse systems.

Unified Data Hub
Centralize and integrate 
all your essential data 
effortlessly.

Crystal Clear Visuals
Seamlessly merge 
system health, carbon 
tracking, and condition 
monitoring. 

Stay Alert
Be the first to know, 
ensuring timely 
interventions with 
alarms and notifications.

Take Command
Effortless remote and 
on-site control for any 
system.

Deep Dive Reports
Instant clarity and in-
depth details whenever 
you need them.



Flexible Modular

Solutions

Cloud Platform
Dive into a comprehensive platform that 
seamlessly merges remote monitoring, 
smart control, and complete asset 
management. Made to fit, our customizable 
platform evolves with your unique business 
needs, ensuring you're always on the 
innovation frontier backed by AI.

Smart Edge-Devices
Versatile remote control boxes designed 

to resonate with any system's pulse. 
From the humblest setups to the giants, 

our modular offerings adapt, providing 
everything from straightforward 

monitoring to complex edge controls.

Precision Instruments & Sensors
Our portfolio includes hadpicked 
sensors and meters tailored for energy 
system mastery. Whether you have 
legacy systems or need customized 
integrations, you get instruments 
tailored to your needs.
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Components

+

EcoPhi Control

& Monitoring Units

Additional Sensors

& Meters

Services

Ad-hoc & Regular Reports

 Alarms & Notifications

Visualization

Fleet Management View

Tailored Dashboards

AI Analyses

Smart Forecasts

Peer Benchmarking

External Platforms 

& Data Points

Weather Data

Propietary Monitoring

3rd Party Monitoring

Manual Data

Secure

LoRa,

Cable

LoRa,

Cable

WiFi, mobile, LAN

Analog, digital, serial, pulseInverters, generators, batteries, 

pumps, charging stations, etc.

Secure

API

EcoPhi Platform

How it Works

Business Tools

Business Data

Energy Stock Market



Empowering Future

Green Technologies

Green Tech Innovations
Beyond just green, we are a melting pot of 
innovation and sustainability. Championing 
refinement and enhancement of green 
technologies and features. Actual cutting-
edge IoT fit for tomorrows world.

Spotlight: Agri PV in the Netherlands, 
where we've redefined efficiency.

Customized Solutions
We provide a solid base of rich existing 

solutions, that can be easily handcrafted to 
resonate with your individual needs.


Collaborate with us and watch your visions 
swiftly transform into efficient, reliable , 

robust realities.

Spotlight: Solar-enhanced cold rooms 
making waves in both Germany and Nigeria.

Empowering Enterprises
More than just software; it's an ecosystem. 
Tailor, adapt, and evolve with tools that speak 
your company's language, ensuring you're 
always in command.

Our software solutions integrate seamlessly 
with your company work flow.

Spotlight: Elevating fuel savings for 
Commercial & Industrial clients in South Africa.



Discover more

contact@ecophi.de

www.ecophi.io

+49 1521 451 6598
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EcoPhi Renewables Engineering GmbH Alter Schlachthof 33, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany

30+
Countries

500+ Units
Deployed worldwide

70+
B2B Customers

20+
Partnerships

35%
Europe

15%
Asia

45%
Africa

5%
Americas


